## TWINSPIRES BREEDERS’ CUP SPRINT

**Grade I - $2,000,000 Guaranteed**

**FOR THREE-YEAR-OLDS AND UPWARD**

### Exacta / Trifecta / Superfecta

- **Pick 3 (Races 7-8-9)**
- **Daily Double**
- **Pick 5 (Races 7-11)**
- **Jackpot Super High Five**

### ODDS OWNER TRAINER JOCKEY ODDS OWNER TRAINER JOCKEY

| 1 | ROBERT V. LAPENTA, SOUTHERN SPRINGS STABLES (MOQUETT) & HEAD OF PLAINS PARTNERS, LLC (KUMIN) | RON MOQUETT | ROBERT V. LAPENTA, SOUTHERN SPRINGS STABLES (MOQUETT) & HEAD OF PLAINS PARTNERS, LLC (KUMIN) | RON MOQUETT |
| 2 | WHITE ROSE (ARLENE E. BARROW) | DALE L. ROMANS | WHITE ROSE (ARLENE E. BARROW) | DALE L. ROMANS |
| 3 | REDDAM RACING, LLC | DOUG O’NEILL | REDDAM RACING, LLC | DOUG O’NEILL |
| 4 | CHURCHILL DOWNS RACING CLUB (GARY PALMISANO) | D. WAYNE LUKAS | CHURCHILL DOWNS RACING CLUB (GARY PALMISANO) | D. WAYNE LUKAS |
| 5 | RAYMOND MAMONE | LUIS CARVAJAL, JR. | RAYMOND MAMONE | LUIS CARVAJAL, JR. |
| 6 | STONE Hedge, LLC (GILBERT CAMPBELL) | EDWARD T. ALLARD | STONE Hedge, LLC (GILBERT CAMPBELL) | EDWARD T. ALLARD |
| 7 | ROCKINGHAM RANCH (GARY HARTUNIAN) & DAVID A. BERNSEN, LLC | PETER MILLER | ROCKINGHAM RANCH (GARY HARTUNIAN) & DAVID A. BERNSEN, LLC | PETER MILLER |
| 8 | KATHERINE G. BALL | BEN COLEBROOK | KATHERINE G. BALL | BEN COLEBROOK |
| 9 | ROCKINGHAM RANCH (HARTUNIAN) & DAVID A. BERNSEN, LLC | PETER MILLER | ROCKINGHAM RANCH (HARTUNIAN) & DAVID A. BERNSEN, LLC | PETER MILLER |

### ODDBOBBERS

- **1. WHITMORE**
  - Owner: ROBERT V. LAPENTA, SOUTHERN SPRINGS STABLES (MOQUETT) & HEAD OF PLAINS PARTNERS, LLC (KUMIN)
  - Trainer: RON MOQUETT
  - Jockey: Ricardo Santana, Jr.
  - Color: Red
  - Bred in KY by JOHN LIVAKIS

- **2. PROMISES FULFILLED**
  - Owner: ROCK J. BARON
  - Trainer: DALE L. ROMANS
  - Jockey: Luis Saez
  - Color: White
  - Bred in KY by DAVID JACOBS

- **3. B SQUARED**
  - Owner: REDDAM RACING, LLC
  - Trainer: DOUG O’NEILL
  - Jockey: Mario Gutierrez
  - Color: Blue
  - Bred in CA by REDDAM RACING, LLC

- **4. WARRIOR’S CLUB**
  - Owner: CHURCHILL DOWNS RACING CLUB (GARY PALMISANO)
  - Trainer: D. WAYNE LUKAS
  - Jockey: Luis Contreras
  - Color: Yellow
  - Bred in KY by JOHN O’Meara

- **5. IMPERIAL HINT**
  - Owner: RAYMOND MAMONE
  - Trainer: LUIS CARVAJAL, JR.
  - Jockey: Javier Castellano
  - Color: Green
  - Bred in FL by SHADE TREE THOROUGHBREDS INC

- **6. ALWAYS SUNSHINE**
  - Owner: ROCKINGHAM RANCH (GARY HARTUNIAN) & DAVID A. BERNSEN, LLC
  - Trainer: PETER MILLER
  - Jockey: Frankie Pennington
  - Color: Black
  - Bred in FL by HARTLEY/DE RENZOTHBRDS,C.DOBBS&F.BERRIS

- **7. LIMOUSINE LIBERAL**
  - Owner: ROCKINGHAM RANCH (HARTUNIAN) & DAVID A. BERNSEN, LLC
  - Trainer: PETER MILLER
  - Jockey: Jose Ortiz
  - Color: Pink
  - Bred in KY by MIKE BALL & KATHERINE BALL

- **8. ROY H**
  - Owner: ROCKINGHAM RANCH (HARTUNIAN) & DAVID A. BERNSEN, LLC
  - Trainer: PETER MILLER
  - Jockey: Paco Lopez
  - Color: Turquoise
  - Bred in KY by RAMONA S. BASS, LLC

- **9. DISTINCTIVE B**
  - Owner: ROCKINGHAM RANCH (GARY HARTUNIAN) & DAVID A. BERNSEN, LLC
  - Trainer: PETER MILLER
  - Jockey: Drayden Van Dyke
  - Color: Orange
  - Bred in KY by HARTLEY/DE RENZOTHBRDS,C.DOBBS&F.BERRIS

### Challenge Winner

- **6. WHITMORE** - Denotes Challenge Winner

### Odds

- **1. WHITMORE**: 6-1
- **2. PROMISES FULFILLED**: 6-1
- **3. B SQUARED**: 20-1
- **4. WARRIOR’S CLUB**: 15-1
- **5. IMPERIAL HINT**: 20-1
- **6. ALWAYS SUNSHINE**: 20-1
- **7. LIMOUSINE LIBERAL**: 6-1
- **8. ROY H**: 5-2
- **9. DISTINCTIVE B**: 20-1

### Other Details

- **Pick 5 (Races 7-11)**
- **Jackpot Super High Five**
- **Approx. Post Time**: 2:46 p.m.
- **Approximately 7 Furlongs**
- **Dirt Course**